ROLLER BLIND
HARDWARE SOLUTIONS
PRECISION IN MOTION

rolleaseacmeda.com

TRIED, TRUE & TRUSTED

EVERY PRODUCT IN ACMEDA’S EXTENSIVE RANGE DELIVERS
AN INNOVATIVE HARDWARE SOLUTION THAT BRINGS PRECISION
IN MOTION TO THE WINDOW FURNISHING INDUSTRY, EVERY
TIME. SUPERIOR SYSTEMS THAT HAVE EVOLVED WITH TIME,
AND TECHNOLOGIES THAT HAVE BEEN ENHANCED WITH EXTENSIVE
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, KEEP ACMEDA AT THE CUTTING
EDGE OF WINDOW FURNISHING TRENDS.
Since the 1990s, our family owned business has been trusted by many of the world’s
leading window furnishing businesses to make great looking designs that perform to
perfection. Now a global force in the industry, Acmeda’s superior performing product
range, backed by patented technology, is coupled with a family-business attitude to
provide our customers with prompt and reliable service.

UNIQUE, HIGH PERFORMING & VERSATILE RANGE

There is an aesthetically well-designed
Acmeda hardware solution available
to complement every beautifully designed
roller blind, with extensive functionality,
and interchangeable versatile components.
Our broad range of hardware solutions is
made up of small compact systems, our
popular medium through to large systems,
and extreme solutions for heavier duty
commercial applications. Our range also
includes various control mechanisms,
size options, and extras to make every
solution complete.

Among our unique patented technologies
are the Easy-Lock™ and Easy-Link™
systems. Easy-Lock™ is the preferred
system of roller blind installers. In just one
easy step, the blind locates and locks into
the idle bracket.
The revolutionary Easy-Link™ bracket
system allows multiple blinds to be
connected and controlled by a single
mechanism, or independently to reduce
light gaps between shades.

SMALL

The S35 small roller blind system is a
perfect solution for smaller applications.
Sized to give the blind a more proportioned
overall finish, it features the Easy-Lock™
effortless installation system, optional
spring assist booster technology, and
comes in a neat square edge profile
bracket design for minimal light gaps.
The snap on slim bracket covers
provide a clean, smooth, neat finish
and the universal retro-fit booster can
be used on either left or right hand chain
controls achieving blind sizes up to six
square metres.
Like many Acmeda systems, the S35
has standard and heavy duty tube options
that come with low profile T-spline or
convenient double sided tape attached.
Our small systems are available in
three control mechanisms - spring,
chain or motorised, through low voltage
or battery motors.
The S35 can be used in conjunction with
Round Box 70, Square Box 85 and FRS80
valance add on systems to ensure you
achieve the right finished look.

CONTROL
Spring
Chain Control
Motorisation

TUBES
33mm through
to 35mm

OPTIONS
Valance FRS80
Box Round 70
Square Box 85
Internal Wire Guide

DIMENSIONS
Max width: 2m
Max drop: 3m

MEDIUM

The popular and reliable S40 and S45
medium systems meet the needs of
most window furnishing requirements.
Featuring Acmeda’s Easy-Lock™ effortless
installation system and offering four
control solutions - crank gear, motorised,
chain and spring hand operated controls the series includes unsurpassed features
for optimal performing solutions.
The established RB08 chain control is
a popular reliable solution, while our
latest patented RB09 solution boasts
an improved high polish finish, 10mm
idle extension and snap lock screwless
assembly. The innovative RB09 has become
an industry benchmark for premium
hardware solutions.

Automate is the latest motorisation
system, offering a cost effective solution
for the ever growing motorised shades.
Features include single or five channel
remotes with a frequency range up to
200metres and secure locking bracket
designs. Acmeda’s unique range of
automate motors are available in wire and
wirefree options to suit S45 medium roller
blinds. Accessories are also available to
suit the vast range of motors on the market
including Somfy, Becker, Nice, Gaposa,
Selve and Dooya.
Our medium range comes with the
also patented smooth, quiet and durable
Easy-Link™ system to allow multiple
blinds to be controlled independently or
by a single unit, ensuring a minimal join
to enhance the width of straight linked or
angular blind.

A variety of combo brackets are available
with Easy-Link™ compatibility. These are
designed to suit the growing demand for
dual blinds, providing sheer and block out
shades on one convenient bracket design,
offering same side or opposite sided
controls in new compact designs.
To assist lifting heavier blinds, attach an
Easy-Lift spring booster to reduce user
effort. Boosters are available in standard
or heavy duty versions.
The latest innovation to the medium range
is our new Childsafe system, featuring
a patent protected chain control and
tensioner all in one – eliminating the
requirement to fix a tensioner to a wall and
ensuring a child safe environment. Child
safety tensioners are also available to suit
recess or face fix applications.
Add on systems including Round Box 90,
Square Box 100 and FRS100 valance will
enhance the aesthetics of this solution.

CONTROL
Spring
Chain Control
Motorisation
Crank Gear

TUBES
37mm through
to 49mm

OPTIONS
Valance FRS80/100
Box Round 90
Square Box 100
Internal Wire Guide
Easy-Link / Uni-Joint

DIMENSIONS
Max width: 3.4m
Max drop: 8m

LARGE

The S60 Large roller blind system meets the demand of heavier shading applications.
This robust design is available in chain, motorised or crank gear control options.
With its high performance spring boosters, available in three strengths along with 60mm
and 80mm aluminium tube sizes, the S60 chain control system can lift shades of up to
25kgs while maintaining a strong pull force of less than 3kgs.
Installation of the S60 is easy with Acmeda’s secure snap lock spring loaded idle end
technology, whilst adjustable and non-adjustable brackets are available with covers
and screw plates to provide a neat finish.
Acmeda’s heavy duty linking systems, Multi-Link and Uni-Joint, can be added to
ensure wider spans and curved window applications on the one slimline bracket design.
These systems also feature adjustable height allowances ensuring
you achieve a perfect level finish.
The S60 range also features combo brackets to suit the growing demand for dual blinds,
providing sheer and block out shades on one convenient bracket design. Adding Acmeda’s
Square Box 120 and FRS120 valance systems can achieve a premium finish to your large
roller blind solution.

CONTROL

TUBES

OPTIONS

DIMENSIONS

Chain Control
Motorisation
Crank Gear

60mm through
to 80mm

Valance FRS120
Square Box 100 / 120
Multi-Link / Uni-System

Max width: 4.4m
Max drop: 10m

EXTREME

The S100 Extreme roller blind system is
designed for internal and external large
commercial applications requiring a
secure, robust solution. The S100 allows
for motorised controlled systems in
excess of 7 meters wide. Choose from
three robust heavy duty tube options 100mm, 130mm and 160mm - extruded
in high grade extreme aluminum alloy.
The extreme duty hardware is built to
endure outdoor weather conditions, and
extreme shade weights, while maintaining
a well designed finish that matches the
aesthetics of the blind’s exterior.

CONTROL

TUBES

DIMENSIONS

Motorisation
Crank Gear

100mm through
to 160mm

Max width: 7m
Max drop: 12m

WIRE GUIDE

The Acmeda wire guided system
can be used on internal and external
applications to prevents blinds from
unwanted movement in high level
wind conditions.
The Internal wire guide solution is easily
adapted on S30/S40 & S45 systems to
ensure a secure guide for the Easy-Lock™
roller blind range.
The stainless steel external wire guided
system is available for S60 & S100 in
swaged or swageless options ensuring easy
tensioning adjustments post installation
while providing bottom, top and face fixing
solutions to suit all outdoor applications.
Compatible with our cassette and pelmet
ranges to provide a neat clean overall finish.

FRS VALANCE / PELMET COVERS
This decorative fascia for roller blinds is available in three popular
sizes - 80mm, 100mm and 120mm - to ensure compatibility with
the smallest to the largest application. All fascias offer a unique
fabric attachment option to match any existing décor. Compatible
with our S35, S40, S45 and S60 roller blind systems.

CF CASSETTE / FASCIA SUITE
Our CF suite offers a comprehensive collection of head box styles,
controls and side channel options with improved performance,
functionality and aesthetics. The contemporary round or square
headbox profiles; available as fascia or fully enclosed cassettes,
are designed to house our small (compact) roller systems, as
well as our most commonly used medium chain, motorised
or spring controlled systems. This modular system features
adaptable dim-OUT side channels for improved energy efficiency
and light blockout.

WE DELIVER

With innovative know-how behind
every design, Acmeda’s dedicated team
of R&D specialists, engineers and
customer service staff deliver world-class
hardware solutions to a global window
furnishing market.
Built to last a lifetime, every product in our
extensive range meets industry needs and
has been tried and tested for unsurpassed
performance and reliability.
Our global presence means that no matter
where your business is located, Acmeda
will respond to your needs quickly.

That’s our precision in motion promise.
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Need more information about
Rollease Acmeda products?
Contact us for a:
 uick Reference Guide
Q
a short overview of each system.
Catalogue
a complete product guide for each range.
Assembly Manual
step-by-step assembly instruction guide.

AUSTRALIA | EUROPE | USA
rolleaseacmeda.com

